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Résumé


Ce supplément comporte 734 références à la littérature des radiolyses pulsées, placées sous huit titres principaux de sujets. Ces références ont été compilées en faisant des recherches dans les sommaires biologiques, les résumés chimiques, les résumés de science nucléaire et la liste hebdomadaire des communications en chimie sous rayonnement publiée par le Centre de données en chimie sous rayonnement de l'Université Notre-Dame. Des données bibliographiques complètes sont fournies pour les rapports publiés de janvier 1971 à décembre 1974. Un index d'auteurs énumérant plus de 600 auteurs et un nombre semblable de co-auteurs est inclus dans la bibliographie.
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ABSTRACT

A continuation of a bibliography of which the first two parts were published as reports AECL-3524 (1970) and AECL-4066 (1972).

This supplement lists 734 references to the literature of pulse radiolysis, arranged under eight broad subject headings. The references were compiled by searching Biological Abstracts, Chemical Abstracts, Nuclear Science Abstracts and the Weekly List of Papers in Radiation Chemistry issued by the Radiation Chemistry Data Center of Notre Dame University. Full bibliographic data is given for papers published in the period 1971 to 1974. A personal author index listing more than 600 authors and a similar number of co-authors is included.
FOREWORD

As in two previous publications (AECL-3524 and AECL-4066) entries reporting incomplete or continuing research, academic contributions of a fundamental or theoretical nature, and articles published more than once have been excluded.

Selection from several abstract publications increased the work of eliminating duplicates, but also provided an opportunity to confirm the accuracy of the references. Copying the entries from microfilm versions of Biological, Chemical, and Nuclear Science Abstracts and photocopying selections from the Weekly List of Papers in Radiation Chemistry issued by the University of Notre Dame Radiation Chemistry Center provided the basic working list from which the bibliography was finally typed. Name variants were identified during index compilation and effort was directed to eliminating them and to correlating entries which appeared under different first authors. Those who use the bibliography are invited to inform the compilers of further variant entries which remain.

Acknowledgement is made to the contributions of summer employees Sara Carlisle and Kathleen James in the initial listing of authors for index preparation and to Dorothy Friesen and Rhea Fraser who typed the bibliography and its index.

Finally, the authors do not plan to publish a further supplement to this bibliography. The increasing number of commercially available data bases and the Radiation Center Bi-weekly List provide reasonable access to the literature published since 1974. However, if you feel that there are good reasons for continuing the Supplements, or to cumulate those already published write to Harry Greenshields, Chief Librarian at the imprint address.
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